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Abstract: Outlier detection is an important research area in
text mining, information retrieval, machine learning, and
statistics as well as enhancing natural language processing
paradigms due to the enormous numbers of new documents
being utilized for various information retrieval systems. One of
the most challenging problems in this context is addressing the
text categorization problem with Arabic text documents. In this
paper, we propose a new text categorization (TC) algorithm
which classifies Arabic text documents using the local sparsity
coefficient-mine algorithm (LSC-mine algorithm). The chosen
algorithm is capable of detecting outlier points in a spatial space
and clusters documents by computing the LSC ratio between the
new document and the cluster’s documents, which indicates the
outlier-ness of a certain point. Several experiments have been
conducted to ensure the success of the developed algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the tremendous increase in the spread of
information on the internet, there is a need for a text
classifier which can help in classifying text documents in
order to facilitate retrieving relevant information [1]. In this
process, there are some major issues that must be
considered for text classification applications such as
dealing with any unstructured contents in the data, defining
the number of features, and selecting a suitable machine
learning technique in order to deliver highly accurate
context [2], [3].
Manual text classification (TC) is the process of
classifying text documents individually and this requires
hiring someone who has good experience in categorizing
documents. Nowadays, some of these systems accept
between thousands and millions of documents every day,
which create another tedious job for the classifier, who
must have fully complete knowledge about all the topics in
those documents.
Automatic TC is the method to classify an unstructured
text document into the most appropriate category(s)
depending on its contents using a machine learning
technique [4]-[6]. However, automated systems using a text
categorization paradigm encounter several problems that
must be addressed by any proposed technique.
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The first problem occurs when a text categorization
system treats documents as a repository of words, which
makes it difficult to extract the most minimal and optimized
set of features [7]. The second problem encompasses the
fact that categorization techniques may have a biased
behavior toward documents with specific features or
characteristics [8]; the third problem focuses on
information retrieval and data mining (DM) disciplines,
which is the reality of dealing with unstructured data and
may be the most essential issue [9].
Automatic TC process is classified as a DM branch due
to the intensive deployment of learning schemes and
mechanisms in its categorization process. Each DM system
passes through training and testing phases to accomplish
the categorization process.
In this paper, we aim to contribute to Arabic text
documents categorization since it is one of the most
challenging and complicated languages. Our contributions
can be summarized as follows:
 Proposing a new TC algorithm to categorize Arabic
language test files; the developed algorithm is based on
classifying Arabic text documents using an LSC-mine
algorithm [10];
 The Proposed algorithm is an outlier detection
algorithm that belongs to a clustering paradigm.
 The adopted algorithm is capable of detecting outlier
points in a spatial space; the discovery process was
accomplished through computing the local sparsity
ratio (LSC), which indicates the outlier-ness of a
certain point.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
necessary background information and related works. The
proposed text clustering algorithm is provided in Section
III. In Section IV, Several experiments have been
conducted to ensure the eligibility of the algorithm. Finally,
we present the conclusion and future work in Section V..

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORKS
An automatic TC concept has been proposed several times
during the last 35 years and some surveys [11]-[13]
managed to address the most common TC algorithms.
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The TC problem is composed of several sub-problems,
which have been studied intensively in the literature such as
document indexing, weighting assignment document
clustering,
dimensionality
reduction,
threshold
determination, and the type of classifiers.
Classifying Arabic text documents requires preprocessing
the documents by extracting the roots. This process is quite
significant in terms of reducing the dimensionality of the
documents. Several techniques have been developed to
perform these preprocessing tasks such as stemming, root
extraction and thesaurus comparison.
Root extraction is considered to be one of the most
important steps during the preprocessing phase, it is quite
important in terms of reducing the document
dimensionality and increasing the accuracy of the
categorization process. Several statistical approaches have
been explored. One of the proposed techniques [14] applies
a list-removing mechanism to extract irrelevant letters from
an Arabic word. This technique tries to follow up
unimportant characters through evaluating the word using a
co-occurrence analysis formula.

Another research has concerned [10], [11] with
establishing a new model to extract the structure of
Arabic noun phrases; such a model is quite useful to
capture the semantics of the document's file. This
model identifies two main categories to punctuate all
noun phrases; eight different structures comprise these
main categories. Despite its significance, the results of
this work are not quite impressive.
Defining a formal descriptive model [15] to refine the
syntax of Arabic sentences; the benefits of
constructing such a model is in identifying the
semantics of Arabic language sentences. The model
works through exploring the grammatical aspects of a
sentence using the Definite Clause Grammar; this
scheme is quite useful in exploring non-terminal
arguments such as the gender, number and person
agreements. The exploration process is accomplished
through studying the context similarity of the
sentence.
Weight assignment techniques assigned a real number,
ranging from 0 to 1 for all documents’ terms [16]; weights
will be required to classify newly indexed documents.
Different information retrieval models use unique
methodologies to compute these weights, for example; the
Boolean model assigns either 0 or1 for each index term. In
contrast, vector space model computes a tf-idf factor [17],
which ranges from 0 to 1, this model is further described in
the following section.

algorithms; they are inductive learning algorithms and
clustering-based algorithms. A TC algorithm uses different
decision tree models to classify documents through
building a tree by computing the entropy function of the
selected index terms [7], [18] such as ID3 [19] and C4.5
[20], [21].
Another inductive learning algorithm based on probabilistic
theory, such as one that emphasized naïve Bayesian models
[22], [23] generated good results in the TC field.
Historically, the most widely famous naïve Bayesian model
was known as a binary independent classifier [24].
 The hope in constructing TC algorithms that have the
ability to learn, using the least amount of training,
means that an efficient approach to classifying
documents appropriately.

3 THE PROPOSED
ALGORITHM

ARABIC

CLUSTERING

In this paper, we propose a text clustering algorithm basedon the Local Sparsity LSC-mine algorithm [10]. LSC-mine
algorithm is an extension of well-known density-based
outlier detection algorithm called Local outlier factor
(LOF) algorithm [15]. LSC-mine algorithm computes the
distance of an object and those of the nearest neighbors
without actually computing their reachability distances and
local reachability densities. The main goal of LSC-mine
algorithm is to assign a degree of incoming data points,
which expresses the degree of isolation between these
points and their neighbored points.
This paper contributes a new Arabic text clustering
algorithm based on LSC ratio to classify incoming
documents. The proposed algorithm follows the following
sequence of steps:
Do the following for each new document:
1. The preprocessing phase: extracts the words’ roots by
reweighing and removing the letters that constitute from the
word ""ﺳﺄﻟﺘﻤﻮﻧﯿﮭﺎ. This step is used to avoid considering
words like  طﻼب, طﺎﻟﺐ,طﻠﺐas independent words.
2. The weighting assignment phase; compute the term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weights [17]
to obtain the single-word index terms for the document
along with their weights, which are considered as the
vectors of each document. Then determine the minimum
point value, which sets the minimum number of neighbored
documents or minimum number of documents that will not
make the incoming document an outlier. The determined
threshold is equal to 3.
3. Find the similarities between the document and the
previously checked documents.
4. Compute the k-distance for each document.
5. Compute the K-neighborhood candidate set for each
document.

There are two categories for the learning-based TC
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6. Compute the local sparsity ratio (LSR) ratio for each
document.
7. Compute the pruning factor for each document with LSR
greater than or equal the PF.
8. Obtain the new candidate set.
9. Compute the LSC ratio using the new candidate set.
10. Compute LSC distance between the LSC-ratio of the
current document and LSC ratios of the other documents.
11. The document that forms the least LSC distance with
the new document indicates the candidate set that will
contain this document.
The root extraction step can be done by executing the
following steps:
1. Read the words from the document.
2. If the word consists of less than 3 words then remove the
word from the document and consider it as a stop word.
3. If the word letters matched with any litters of the word
 ""ﺳﺄﻟﺘﻤﻮﻧﯿﮭﺎthen insert the letters in a temporary array named
Temp_Array; Otherwise words are stored in array called
Root_Array.
4. If the letter is  ئand is followed اthen insert the letter in
the Root_Array as يletter.
5. If n < 3 then do step 6
Else do step 7
6. Root extraction process for third-based verbs
Do while Number of elements (n < 3)
a. If first letter is مand the last letter is نthen store the
letter نin the Root_Array.
b. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than two AND the last letter in the word is ن, and the
second last element is one of the following characters ( , و,أ
 ;)يstore the third last word of the Temp_array in the
Root_Array.
c. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than two elements, and the last element of that array is أand
the second last element of the array is وAND the last letter
of the original word is  أthen store the third last word of the
Temp_array in the Root_Array.
d. If the number of element of the Temp_Array is more
than three AND the last letter of that array is Temp_Array
is تor ةAND the second last letter of that array is اAND
the third last letter is يthen store the fourth last letter of the
Temp_Array in the Root_Array.
e. If number of the word's letters in the Temp_Array is
more than two letters and the last letter was ةor هand the
second last letter is يand store the third last element of the
Temp_Array in the Root_Array.
f. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than one element and that element is one of the following
characters  ي, و, أ, ت, ه, )ةand the letter is the last character
in the original word then remove that letter from the
Temp_Array.
g. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than one element and that element is one of the following
characters  ى, ي, و, )أand the letter is the last character in the
original word then store the second last letter existed in the
Temp_Array in the Root_Array.
h. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than two characters AND the last letter of that array isت
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AND the second last letter is اand the letter تis the letter
of the original word. Store the third last letter in the
Root_Array.
i. Else store the last letter of the Temp_Array in the
Root_Array.
j. Arrange the letters of the Root_Array as appeared in the
original word.
7. Root extraction process for fourth-based verbs
Do while Number of elements (n < 4)
a. If the word's letters is equal to five or six AND first letter
is نthen store the letter نin the Root_Array.
b. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than two AND the last letter in the word is ن, and the
second last element is one of the following characters ( , و,أ
 ;)يstore the third last word of the Temp_array in the
Root_Array.
c. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than two elements, and the last element of that array is أand
the second last element of the array is وAND the last letter
of the original word is  أthen store the third last word of the
Temp_array in the Root_Array.
d. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than one element and that element is one of the following
characters (  ى, ي, و, )أthen store the second last letter
existed in the Temp_Array in the Root_Array.
e. If number of the word's letters in the Temp_Array is
more than two letters and the last letter was ةor هand the
second last letter is ي. Store the third last element of the
Temp_Array in the Root_Array.
f. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than one element and that element is one of the following
characters  ن, ه, ))ةthen remove that letter from the
Temp_Array.
g. If the number of elements of the Temp_Array is more
than two characters AND the last letter of that array is ت
AND the second last letter is اand the letter تis the letter
of the original word. Store the third last letter in the
Root_Array.
h. Else store the last letter of the Temp_Array in the
Root_Array.
i. Arrange the letters of the Root_Array as appeared in the
original word.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
Several experiments have been conducted to ensure the
eligibility of the developed algorithm. These experiments
were accomplished using a dataset that consists of
collection of Arabic-language; these documents are
gathered from the internet websites.
Four different experiments were performed to detect the
accuracy of the proposed algorithm. It is regarded that the
implementation of the algorithm is done using the C#.NET
2012.
The implementation is comprised of three main phases: 1. The parsing phase: This phase removes stop words,
extracts roots of the words, and counts the number of words
in the documents.
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2. The construction of document-term matrix phase:
this matrix is quite helpful in reducing the complexity of
finding the word frequencies, which in turn are used to
compute the tf-idf weights and thereby identify the
document's keyword.
3. The LSC-mine classification phase: by applying the
LSC-mine algorithm, which is used to classify arrived
documents into their appropriate categories through
computing the LSC ratio.
The dataset consists of 241 Arabic-language documents
collected from the Internet sites; the dataset includes
documents belonging to five categories; learning,
computer, software engineering, and information systems.
Experiments were repeated over various batches of
documents, each of which has different sizes. The
experiments were accomplished using 50, 100, 150 and 200
files. In every batch, the number of documents belonging to
the same category is the same.
The accuracy of the developed classifier has been tested
using 4 batches with different sizes 50, 100, 150, and 200.
The accuracy is computed by dividing the number of truly
classified documents over the number of total tested files.
The experiment shows that the accuracy of the classifier is
gradually increased as the size of the batch increases; this is
due to the learning behavior that is played by the LSC-mine
classifier. The accuracy of LSC-mine algorithm is equal to
0.6521 when the size of the batch is 200 documents. Figure
1shows the resulted accuracy test using different batches.

Figure 1 The accuracy of the developed classifier using
different batches

5. CONCLUSION
Classifying Arabic text documents has not advanced for
several years due to the difficulty in dealing with the
Arabic language and a shortage of funding researches
related to this topic. This paper aims at proposing a new
text categorization technique to classify Arabic text
documents. The proposed technique uses an LSC-mine
algorithm [10], which is an outlier detection algorithm that
computes the outlier-ness of a document from a certain
category.
Volume 8, Issue 5, September - October 2019

Experiments found that the accuracy of the LSC-mine
algorithm is equal to 65.12%. The proposed algorithm
contributes to the promotion of research on the
classification of Arabic text documents
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